COMMISSIONING OF THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL FACILITY FOR PHYSICAL BLAST SIMULATION
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The National Facility for Physical Blast Simulation (NFPBS) is a large-scale blast simulator recently established at the University of Wollongong which led a consortium of 8 Australian universities and DST Group on the project. The design is a special variant of Advanced Blast Simulator¹ with 1.5 x 2m Test Section and features a dual-mode Driver capable of operations using oxy-acetylene gaseous detonation or compressed-gas with diaphragm. The Diaphragm Station is unique for facilities of this size and does not require use of problematic metal diaphragms. The facility has a large Reaction Housing for mounting of full-reflection wall targets as well as for studies of behind-wall and blast-ingress effects. As with other ABS designs, the NFPBS also includes an End-Wave Eliminator to preclude reflected waves affecting studies of diffraction targets and specially activated louvered venting near the Driver to preclude re-reflection of waves from wall targets. The paper describes the key features of the design, preliminary experimental results for waveforms, and computational modelling of the blast simulation performance.
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